Anal cloacogenic and squamous carcinomas. Comparative histologic analysis using in situ hybridization for human papillomavirus DNA.
In order to evaluate the morphologic and possible etiologic distinctions between anal cloacogenic and squamous carcinomas, we performed histologic examination and in situ hybridization for human papillomavirus (HPV) DNA on anal canal and anal verge carcinomas from 37 patients. Twenty-one neoplasms were invasive or in situ squamous carcinomas, 14 were invasive cloacogenic carcinomas, and two were unclassified. In situ hybridization was positive for HPV types 16/18 in 12 cases and for types 6/11 in two cases of anal squamous carcinoma (67% HPV positivity overall). All 14 cases classified as anal cloacogenic carcinoma were negative for HPV DNA by this technique. One of the two unclassified carcinomas was positive for type 16/18 DNA. We conclude that anal cloacogenic and squamous carcinomas are histologically similar but distinct neoplasms. Differential expression of HPV DNA in these lesions may be a manifestation of separate mechanisms of pathogenesis, or it may be due to varying degrees of tumor cell differentiation.